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Vaccines won’t get us back in the office any time soon

W

wouldn’t dream of forcing anyone,” he said.
But once the vaccine was widely available
he thinks his system will become the norm.
Employment lawyers are not so sure.
What if an employer wants existing staff
tobe injected and some refuse? Can they ban
them from the office or shop floor? Or force
them to switch jobs? Could they legally sack a
worker who will not get a shot?
“We’ve never had to consider these
sorts of things in modern legal history,”
says Libby Payne, a senior associate in the
employment team at the Withers law firm
in London. “It’s entirely untested legal
ground.”
Healthcare clients have already begun
to ask her firm what the law does and
doesn’t allow. Her chief advice is not to
make any snap decisions on “surprisingly
complex and difficult” issues.
Employers who want to bar unvaccinat-
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tions risky, and perhaps those who sincerely believe a shot could be harmful.
If an employee has a bad reaction to a
shot required for work, liability problems
may loom.
Another knotty question arises if an
employer decides it would be best to put
vaccinated staff on, say, the shop floor to
reassure customers. That might make
sense for the business, but not for a worker
who spent years working his way up from
the cash register to a better-paying desk
job.
Even in countries where authorities
have been more precise, the situation can
be murky.
In the United States, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission issued
guidance last month that suggests employers can legally require most workers to be
vaccinated, barring people with sincerely

hat would you do if your boss
announced the latest perk at
work was free breakfast at the
Waffle House?
How about the chance to win a TV in a
raffle? Or an Airbnb gift card or a bicycle?
In the annals of staff benefits, this is
relatively meagre stuff, especially considering the strings attached. These are just
some of the incentives US employers have
launched to tempt reluctant staff to get a
Covid vaccine.
So much for the idea that the long-awaited jabs would soon lead to workers
swarming back to the office. It turns out
that even some nurses and doctors who
have seen first-hand the anguish the virus
causes are balking at the shots.
At one veterans’ home in Illinois, 90 per
cent of the residents have reportedly been
vaccinated, but only 18 per cent of staff.

Other frontline workers also seem wary.
The LA fire department is dangling raffle
prizes of a Google Nest entertainment
system and free Lyft rides to encourage
firefighters to have the jab.
There is nothing new about vaccine
hesitancy. But it poses a raft of employment dilemmas as governments struggle
to end a global pandemic.
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Covid-19 vaccine roll-out will present
tricky legal issues for employers

GoodbodytoescapebonusbaninAIB
takeover
AIB’s planned takeover of Goodbody
Stockbrokers will see staff of the
securities and investment firm maintain their existing contracts and avoid
being caught up in the effective ban on
bonuses across bailed-out banks, The
Sunday Times reports.
Incentive awards across rescued
banks have effectively been prohibited
since 2010, when the government
slapped an 89 per cent tax rate on such
payments.
The newspaper said AIB will argue,
in seeking Government approval for the
plan, that Goodbody is a separate
regulated entity and the State ban was
never intended to apply to stockbroking, where bonuses are an integral part
of remuneration. The Government has
not yet been consulted on the terms of
the deal, which is expected to be agreed
within the next month.
One4allcustomersleave¤219m
unusedoncards
The Sunday Times also reports that
more than ¤219 million remained
unclaimed on One4allgift cards at the
end of 2019, citing recently-filed
accounts for the company.
The amount left on gift cards by Irish
and UK cardholders was up from ¤181
million a year earlier. An Post sold its
controlling stake in the business in 2018
to financial technology specialist
Blackhawk Network, in a deal that
valued the enterprise at ¤100 million.
LogisticsfirmhighlightsBrexithitto
Irishsales
UK storage and logistics firm Oakland
International, which has a presence in
Dublin, has said that about 30 per cent
of exporters it used to work with
supplying the Irish market have
stopped sending goods to the State as
Brexit has resulted in increased transport costs and customs delays, according to the Sunday Independent.
“We work with about 350 suppliers,
brands and partners and a lot of them

■ Drone delivery start-up Manna is

being backed by the billionaire Collison
brothers behind Stripe

are saying that the volumes going into
Ireland aren’t so great to warrant the
hassle, so they have just stopped
altogether,” the paper quotes Oakland
chief executive Dean Attwell as saying.
He added that he did not know whether
this was a permanent shift.
GovernmenttostockpileAstraZeneca
vaccinebeforeapproval
The Government is working to secure
early supplies of AstraZeneca’s Covid-19 vaccine in advance of the product’s expected authorisation in Europe
later this month, the Sunday Business
Post reports.
It would be the third vaccine to be
approved in Europe, but is being
described as a “game changer” as it is
easier to store and because the State is
entitled to 3.3 million doses of it.
Collisonsbackdronestart-upManna
The Sunday Business Post also reports
that the billionaire Collison brothers
behind payments group Stripe have
emerged as financial backers of Irish
drone delivery start-up Manna. Bobby
Healy, Manna’s founder, told the
newspaper of the backing.
Manna’s drone service was originally
conceived as a way to deliver to customers quickly and easily, with the company
focusing its trials on restaurants. The
company had been preparing for a test
of its service in April, but the pandemic
delayed matters. However, it has been
trialling its service for groceries
deliveries in Oranmore, Co Galway, in
recent months.

‘Nojab,nojob’
Last week I spoke to Charlie Mullins,
founder of London’s Pimlico Plumbers,
who had just made headlines for becoming
one of the first bosses to say he was
planning a “no jab, no job” policy for staff.
He told me it wasn’t quite that simple:
new hires would have to be vaccinated, but
if existing workers had solid reasons for
declining, they would be able to stay on, as
long as they were regularly tested. “I

Many employers are still
nervous about making
vaccinations compulsory
ed staff from the office must, for instance,
consider pregnant women. The UK
government advises expectant mothers
not to get a Covid-19 jab at present,
because the vaccines have not been tested
in pregnancy.
The same goes for staff with allergies or
other health conditions that make vaccina-

held religious beliefs or health worries
such as allergies. Yet many employers are
still nervous about making vaccinations
compulsory.
That includes one New Jersey police
department where nearly a third of
officers were struck down by the virus
almost simultaneously last year. Its chief is
keen to avoid such a disaster again, and
wants his officers to get inoculated. But as
he told a reporter recently, he won’t be
ordering them to do it. That reluctance is
understandable and it explains why many
employment experts doubt the workplace
will be returning to normal much before
the end of this year.
“I don’t want to be gloomy,” says Ms
Payne. “But I think the light is at the end of
the tunnel and we’re still very much in the
tunnel.” – Copyright The Financial Times
Limited 2021

Michael Doyle
Opinion
There is no indication that
the Government plans to
legislate for mandatory
vaccination

W

hile last year was undoubtedly the year of the pandemic, 2021 is quickly shaping
up to be the year of the
vaccine. In light of Ireland’s deteriorating public health situation and the
widespread prevalence of coronavirus
in the community, it is clear that the
prompt implementation of Ireland’s
vaccination strategy is the only viable
way out of this pandemic.
In the month since Minister for
Health Stephen Donnelly announced
Ireland’s coronavirus vaccination
strategy, we have seen two vaccines
approved for use and the approval of
additional ones is anticipated in the
coming months. With this in mind,
employers need to get to grips with
some novel and complex issues that will
arise this year as some, but perhaps not
all, of their workforce is vaccinated.
Across the globe we are already
seeing legal issues arising for employers in relation to vaccination programmes. British media have reported
hat a large London plumbing company
is planning to introduce a “no jab, no
job” policy that will require the
workforce to be vaccinated againstthe
virus
Digitalvaccinationpassport
Leading private and public health and
technology organisations are working
together to create a digital vaccination
passport in the expectation that
governments, airlines and other
businesses will require proof that
people have been vaccinated against
the virus. The Vaccination Credential
Initiative aims to establish standards
to verify whether a person has had
their vaccination and prevent individuals falsely claiming to be protected
against the virus.
Here in Ireland, businesses will face
issues never seen before as attention is
focused on the vaccination programme and its rollout. While widespread vaccination of the workforce
might be desirable, it is highly unlikely
that employers will be able to insist
that all of their employees are vaccinated. Any employer who issues a mandatory instruction to an employee to be
vaccinated is in unchartered waters
and could be exposed to legal claims
and employee relations issues.
Under the Constitution, there is a
fundamental personal right to bodily
integrity. While fundamental rights
are not absolute and may be balanced
against the common good, there is
currently no indication that the
Government plans to legislate for
mandatory vaccination.
Furthermore, the Employment
EqualityActs provide forprotection
from discrimination on nine protected
grounds, including disability and
religion. A disability may preclude an
employee from receiving the vaccineor
inform their reasons for refusing it. Any
requirement by an employer that an
employee receive the vaccine could
potentiallyamount to discrimination on
the grounds of disability. Likewise, a
requirement that an employee is
vaccinatedcould also constitute discrimination on religious grounds, where an
unwillingness to have the vaccine stems
from an employee’s religious belief.
For employees who do not wish to

be vaccinated, an employer might wish
to consider alternative working
arrangements, such as remote working in the short term. Redeployment
might also be considered where
vaccination is considered a practical
prerequisite to working in a high-risk
environment such as in healthcare.
In exceptional cases, an employer
may wish to take disciplinary action or
potentially even dismiss an employee
who refuses to be vaccinated. However, there would be considerable legal
risks associated with this course of
action and this option should only be
considered as a last resort.
Another challenge that employers
are likely to face is the data protection
considerations that arise when it
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It is highly unlikely
that employers will
be able to insist that all of
their employees are
vaccinated

comes to vaccination-related data.
Many employers will be understandably keen to know which of their
employees have obtained the vaccine
and when, and perhaps more importantly who has not and why not.
In practice, most employers will
likely seek to rely on such processing
being necessary to comply with their
legal obligation to ensure the health
and safety of employees under the
Safety, Health and Welfare at Work Act
2005. The robustness of this position is,
however, open to challenge.
It remains to be seen whether the
Data Protection Commission (DPC)
will accept that vaccination-related
data can be lawfully processed by all
employers on any of the permitted
grounds under the GDPR. Last year,
the DPC published a guidance note on
mandatory temperature testing by
employers that suggested that temperature testing should be the exception
rather than the norm.

Any requirement by an employer
that an employee receive the vaccine
could potentially amount to
discrimination: PHOTOGRAPH:
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LEGAL NOTICES
It is hoped that the DPC will similarly publish a guidance note to aid
employers to navigate some of the
complex issues that arise in processing
vaccine-related data.
While the rollout of the vaccine
throughout the working population
will take some time, every employer is
at some point this year going to have to
consider the impact of the vaccination
programme on their employees and
the knock-on implications for the
safety of their workplace. For that
reason, employers would be well
advised to start planning now and, at a
minimum, prepare a checklist of issues
that need to be considered and decisions that need to be taken.
In doing so, it should also be borne
in mind that the vaccination programme is unlikely to be a one-off
event. Booster doses will likely be
needed in the future and employers
should therefore plan for coronavirus
vaccination programmes becoming a
regular feature of the working year.
Premature
In the absence of public health advice
or advice from the Health & Safety
Authority having yet been published
on the implications of the national
vaccination programme for employers, it is probably premature for most
of them to implement vaccination
policies at this time.
However, it is time for employers to
put this issue on their HR agenda for
2021 and to keep a close eye on relevant public health updates. All going to
plan, employers should soon have a
line of sight as to when their workforce
is likely to be vaccinated.
Michael Doyle is a partner in A&L
Goodbody’s Employment Law Group

MINCON GROUP PLC
(Company number 531494)
PROPOSED MIGRATION OF
SHARES PURSUANT
TO THE MIGRATION OF
PARTICIPATING
SECURITIES ACT 2019
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT
pursuant to section 6(4) of the
Migration of Participating Securities
Act 2019 (the "Migration Act") that
Mincon Group plc (the "Company")
will shortly issue a circular
("Circular")
to
shareholders
containing
a
notice
of
an
Extraordinary General Meeting of the
Company to be held at 10.00 a.m. on
12 February 2021 at Smithstown
Industrial Estate, Shannon, Co. Clare,
Ireland (the "EGM", which term
includes any adjournment thereof).
The purpose of the EGM is to
consider and, if thought fit, approve
resolutions for and related to the
replacement, in accordance with
section 4(1) of the Migration Act, of
the CREST System with the
Euroclear Bank System for the
holding of, and electronic settlement
of trading in, shares in the Company
("Migration"). The Circular will be
available for inspection in electronic
form on the Company's website at
https://www.mincon.com. Subject to
the proposed resolutions being passed
at the EGM, and a resolution of the
board of directors of the Company (or
a committee thereof), the Company
intends to consent to Migration on
satisfaction of the requirements set
out in section 4(1) of the Migration
Act.
Dated: 18 January 2021
Barry Vaughan
Company Secretary
Mincon Group plc
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APPOINTMENTS

HOUSES AND LANDS
FOR SALE

SITUATIONS VACANT

THINKING OF SELLING your property
in 2021? Contact DNG for a FREE
sales valuation. Freephone 1800 364
364 or email sales@dng.ie

NUI GALWAY
Applications are invited for the
following post:
College of Medicine, Nursing and
Health Sciences
Technical Officer, AV/Simulation,
School of Medicine, Full Time,
Permanent. Closing date: 28th
January 2021. Salary: €38,885 to
€51,583 p.a (applicable to new
entrants effective from January,
2011) (This appointment will be
made on the Technical Officer
scale in line with current
Government pay policy)
Application details/procedure:
For further information and to
make an online application for the
above
posts
please
visit
http://www.nuigalway.ie/aboutus/jobs/
National University of Ireland,
Galway is an equal opportunities
employer.

ADVERTISE
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LICENSED PREMISES
SELLING OR BUYING a 7 Day Liquor
Licence. Contact 01-209 1935.

SHOPPING & SERVICES
GUIDE
PETS
ANIMAL RESCUE - Collie (m) 1yr, Jack
Russell (m) yrs, German Shepherd (m)
4yrs, Pair guinea pigs (f) 1yr. Ph: 01
2895284

PETS
NORTH COUNTY DUBLIN SPCA Friendly, full of life and bounce, 5
month
old
male,
black,
Labrador/Pointer,
vaccinated
and
microchipped - seeks loving home with
experienced dog lovers - Phone 01
8375630 or 086 3695051.

Please contact the
Advertising team at
01 675 8585
or by email
advertising@irishtimes.com
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